O ur buying habits exploded in the 1950s and with it so did advertising. W om en began entering the mainstream w ork force, which gave households more disposable income.This resulted in the " keep up with the Joneses'' mentality which became America's anthem.
A person can no longer be a passive bystander of the consumption philosophy found in our society. W e all take active roles in our culture whether we like it or not;
there is no escape. Even tucked safely away in your home, the Keynesian monster waits locked in your television, newspapers, magazines and radios-waiting to persuade you to consume for the greater good. Many problematic issues result from these images in the first place since they seem to victimize and objectify many people.This is the nature of the beast, advertisements wouldn't be effective if they didn't play on our basic animal instincts.
This ® is an admission of my own guilt.The ® juxtaposed against my arrangement of things tells the audience my ability to remove myself from being a member of the audience that is being preyed upon and to take an objective and critical view of what occurs in the mass media and within society.
The message is also reinforced by the placement of objects, images and color.
These elements are an important ingredient to communicate the message.To relate these issues to design, more specifically graphic design, it was imperative to communicate effectively. If the pieces didn't achieve this purpose, the w ork would be ineffective.
The colors used were primary colors: red, yellow, blue and the addition of black.
These were chosen for their commercial " value" . I chose them to reflect the glossy vibrant color scheme found in supermarkets and malls.
My first experimentation which lead to the topic of consumption came my first semester at the University of Iowa in a I began experimenting with other media such as oils and wax.These materials were used to explore rhythmic geometric compositions on a flat surface ( figure I and 2 ). In the third geometric study, I used primary colors and the speech blurb as used in comics (figure 3).The colors were originally used to represent Superman, the comic book hero, in hopes of making a simple visual bridge of interest.
However, the reaction I received during critiques suggested the influence came from pop 
